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INTRODUCTION

In the modern world the progress of a society is indivisible. It

depends upon the components/ each of which is closely "bound to the whole.

The growth of the agricultural sector, for example, would soon "be checked

without the parallel growth of an industrial or semi-industrial'sector

since, as no longer needs to be proved, sectoral imbalance is one of the

impediments to the decisive starting-up of an economy. ' ■ '

How, "human resources"'constitute one of the most important factors

of development.' Not only is their destiny closely bound up withthat

of the whole nation, but their attributes in number as.in. quality,

influence growth and give the whole collectivity its peculiar character.

Development is all comprehensive, both quantitative and qualitative:

it finds expression in the will to raise the material standard of a

group and its moral and intellectual standard, the latter being one of

the conditions of the-former, . ■ * ■

Investments in human resources are not,' therefore, a "philosophical

luxury"; they bring about an improvement in the'capacity for action of'

man - that instrument which is essential to any undertaking.

It goes without saying, therefore, that economic planning means the

planning of human resources.

The relationship of these two factors of the global effort may,

however, vary. In one case, planners, limiting their preoccupations

to a narrow technocracy, accord a leading place only to economic ends and

regard human resources as but a means of attaining these ends, in the

same way as capital, material and available funds. In the other case,

priority may be accorded to man whose advancement is sought by technical

means. The improvement of the material and moral conditions of existence

of the "human resources" becomes the purpose of development but their

obvious and fundamental function as the "moving force" in economic life

is by no means overlooked on that account,

Tunisia has chosen the second way.; It.intends to put."things" at

the service of an "Ethic of man whose advancement" is one of the
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fundamental aims of the ten-year development plan. "Destourian socialism",

defined by President Bourguiba, is but the political formulation of this

preference.

It follows that the "Social" sector has a leading place in the

general plan, for it aims, not only at putting, human resources at the

disposal of the economy under the most productive conditions? but also

at securing for them the best living conditions.

I. THE "SOCIAL SECTOR" AND METHODOLOGY, GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

A. General Observations

' In the national accounts, the'appropriations for the'main headings

of the "Social Sector", such as Health and Education, come under

"Administration Expenses".

In a modern State, they require a considerable contribution from the

national revenue; this is partly refunded to the taxpayers in the form

of free services, thereby acquiring the character of a "transfer".

This accounts for the term "social charges" which is applied to.

the corresponding expenditures 5 the term is equivooal to the extent that

it seems to imply that these expenditures are justified only by moral

and philosophical considerations and leave no hope of "economic

profitability".

Now, although a father of a family may not trouble about knowing

what direct profit he will gain from the education given to his children,

the State realizes fall well that in the long-run social investments,

however generous in origin, become an impetus faotor. Assessment of

their "profitability" is a complicated matter with which this report is

not concerned and to which economists have not yet given a clear answer.

In a world, moreover, where progress often moves faster than amortiza

tion, this idea of "profitability" is becoming increasingly relative.

Above all, however, from the time a certain ethical policy has been

chosen,does not the resulting social investment find its highest justifica

tion therein?
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It is true, however, that in a new country which is embarking on

its development., social taxes appear all the heavier since the national

income is still low and the effects of the appropriations for social:

services will only be felt in the more or less distant future..' ;.

These arguments are valid above all in the case of investments in

Health and Education where their obvious character is that of a- subsidy.

A special place should be made for housing and employment-.

There is indeed a social conception of housing which, in a country

like Tunisia, tends to remove_ glaring inequalities in living conditions

and to restore the dignity of existence to certain citizens and which,

in .building, replaces the idea of mere profit.

Investment is followed, however, by wholly or partly compensating

charges demanded from the beneficiaries, thus giving the investment .the

.character of a .mere advance. Its ocial side is due to .the fact that

there is no idea of profit or speculation in low-cost housing. It must

be emphasized,.moreover, that house building produces the effects of

development in other sectors and thus takes a direct part in the total

economic activity.

■Employment Assumes an even larger place in the social sector. "Pull

employment"., as an aim, is the result of a purely economic strategy and

of a conception of man's advancement a;;d security. The function of

employment is to create immediately productive work, unlike investments

in education or health where the effects will only be felt later. ,T.he

purpose of employment is> alao however, through the payment of wages, to

enable man -, and? in the wider sense3 the social group - to live under

decent "conditions. Through its first function employment is one of the

■"variable" objectives of the total economic situation and through'its

second it meets one of the aims of the "social sector". It is thus even

more closely integrated in ov;r-,ll plans than are other parts of this

sector. ; ;
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The.se considerations are not purely formal: they will serve to

clarify the distinctions which have been introduced in the search for

methods of integrating the various divisions of the social sector in

Tunisian economic planning as a whole.

B. , Methodology

From the methodological point of view, the programme contained in

the ten-year forecast has been established in three successive stages?

Planning of the production of consumer goods?

Planning of the production of social services;

Planning of the production of investment goods.

The detail of the process adopted in each case will not be discussed

in this.report- Suffice it to say that the work relating to the planning

of the production of consigner goods, establishing forecasts of ultimate

and intermediate consumption, has ^een based on existing data - national

accounts for 1957, consumer groups, population; the necessary projections

(demographic, inocm.es, etc.) have then been made together with .the inter-

sectoral forecasts established for the year 1957* -:

On the other hand, the forecasts for the planning of the production

of the social Jarvices were based not on data or projections relating

to final. consuiipticr- but on a direct estimate of those services.

■;.: This single difference in method illustrates well the arguments put

forward; In the introduction and emphasizes the specific character of thr

social sector in modern planning. Social sector forecasts are deduced

from fundamental objectives rather than induced from existing facts.

It has even been necessary to take account of the diversity of these

services (education, health, employment? housing), to introduce secondary

distinctions between thems since some - such as education and health —

are free social services and constitute compulsory purchases by households

while others are of the nature cf paid services or are closely bound up

with the economic structures (e.g. employment, see above). The latter
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have been assessed by a method fairly similar to that which had been

applied to the over-all projection of consumption.

On the other hand, the value of such services as national education

or public health has been determined conventionally in terms of a balance

to be achieved between two factors.

..- a priori aims . ; --.■■■

- operational cost, resulting from the investments necessary to

achieve these aims. - ..■;..■

Having ascertained these methodological details, which emphasize ;,

even further the specific nature of the social sector, it is possible to

examine, the conditions under which each branch of this sector oan be

fitted into economic planning. "

First, however, it will be relevant to point out that the totals sura

of investments provided under the plan as forecast, for the period

1962-71 amounts, under the social sector to:

Education-training of senior staff 87,831,000 Dinars

Basic education-youth and sport 12,845,000

Public health ;...... 8,000,000

Housing • • • • • • 172,500,000 "

Total 281,176,000 Dinars

whereas total investments for all sectors amount to: 896,000,000 Dinars,

The social sector alone, therefore, absorbs nearly 31.5 per cent of

total investments} this figure does not include, because of their directly

eoonomic nature, investments which give rise to employment. -

II. INTEGRATION OF EDUCATION IN ECONOMIC PLAMBTG

. It must first be pointed out that the considerations relating to this

integration will go beyond what is generally understood by "education"

in the accepted sense of the word.
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The development of education is one of the main objectives of the

Social sector no less because it partly conditions total economic

development than for philosophical and moral reasons (Declaration of

Human,Rights, equal opportunity and bo on). It has become a common

place to say that the .l&dfc-Qf research workers, technicians, stimulators,

foremen - in short3 qualified workers - constitutes a bottleneck, an

obstacle to an economic start. The spread of education is:obviously the

best way of remedying deficiencies in senior staffs "but it is not-the

only way. In all countries nowadays, but particularly in those where

the scarcity of qualified human resources is great, supplementary

"training" methods, available for young persons as well as adults, are

to be found. The Tunisian Plan has therefore decided to integrate this

idea of extended "training".

Before the ten-year programme was adopted the State Secretariat for

National Education had considered it necessary to plan a schedule to meet

the growth of the educational system.

The information shown in this schedule was used for the planning work

but it was adapted so' as to take into account the new elements and

essential'needs of the economy.

Two realistic motives prompted these adaptations: .

- that the over-all financing of "training" be,brought into line

with the total resources provided;

- that educational priorities be co-ordinated with those of the

economic plan,. .-■ ,,

-. As has been pointed out, however, the choice is based on two

requirements? . -.l ■' ' -:

(a) that a system of total primary'edubation be provided by 1966;

(b) that due account be taken of essential needs in senior staff-

On these bases, the integration of training concerned the following

points %
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(i) Determination of needs

(ii) Adaptation of training to needs5

(ill) Additional training.

(i) Determination of Needs;

In the "ten-year development programme 1962-1971" an attempt was mades

as a first step and on the basis of the forecasts oonoerning the various

sectoral-projects, to determine approximate needs in senior staff during

the ten years. This work resulted in the establishment of three lists

of needs corresponding to the three main categories of senior staff:

- Category A or senior staff with university training of the

equivalent; . .

- Category B or middle grade staff with secondary education or the

equivalent 5 . ,

- Category C or junior staff with intermediate education, or voca

tional training or training of a similar level.

(ii) Adaptation of Training to Needs , ;

Once these needs had been determined a certain number of operations

followed: first, the lists pf the needs in senior staff were compared

with the training possibilities as previously set out by the Ministry of

National Education. They were then embodied in t|ie plan? due account

being taken of all new elements since the first studies had been made.

The production of senior staff depends on the probable total strength?

on the number of children progressing from the first degree to the second

degree, on the numbers advancing from one class to a higher class:and on

repeat yeais or wastage through failure or exclusion and on the proportion

of successes in examinations. :

If they are regrouped according to the main branches of activity and

type of■training? these needs appear as follows: ;
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Heeds in Higher or Category A staff:

Teaching staffs teachers 5>99O

Technical senior staffs engineers for the public sector

and for industry 2,250

Agricultural: teachers . . 940

Senior health staffs medical practitioners, chemists, etc. 450

Senior administrative staff 450

Lawyers, businessmen, bankers "50

Total 10,730

Needs in Middle grade or Category B staff

Teaching staff: teachers, instructors, monitors ?

Office staff for administrative departments and private

undertakings ?

Middle grade technical staff for the public sector,

industries and handicrafts 34,700

Middle grade staff for agriculture and fisheries *?

Health staff: nurses, etc. i ..;.. . :. .;( ■ .. ' . ?

Needs in Junior or Category C staff

Office staff for administrative departments and industrial

or commercial undertakings

Technical workers for technical departments, industry

and handicrafts

Agriculture and Fisheries: monitors, instructors and

employees for co-operative societies

Health staff: assistant nurses, etc.

Miscellaneous

Total 97*400

It must be pointed out that these estimates relate to new needs and

that the staff in question is numerically additional to present strength.

21

63

7

i

,800

,700

,000

.600
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..This production must ale.o, however be conceived, in such a way as

,to meet the needs in specialists? hence the importance of an orientation

adapted to the requirements of the economy.

lan tLen indicates the necessary distribution. It has been

recognised that from 37 to 45 per cent of the complement of the final

classes of the first degree might proceed to second degree education*

l/5th of this complement will therefore be directed to intermediate

education (3 years);

2/3rds to secondary education (6 years). From 1967-68 the co-effi

cients will be 30 and 70 per cent respectively.

Within these two types of education, orientation towards the various

seotions will be as follows;

For intermediate, cdurntiou;

20':'£er cent of th& complement will be directed to the general section

20 per cent of the complement will be directed to the commercial

*•' -1' section. ■ ■

60 per cent of the complement wi?.l "be directed to the industrial

section.

For secondary eo.-acr.t? on

l/5*h to ^he se.^-tionj end Teacher Training Colleges to be trained

as teachers;

2/5th to tbe reoticn'i in humanitiess mathematics and science leading

to hic'ier edv.oatit:i5 "

l/5th to tschviical cootr.onsj -

l/5th to o

For ': i^her ; C:c ca*ci on

.The possibilities of training senior staff could also be calculated

on the basis ci1 ar.tici-cated output of secondary education certificate

holders. These foreu^sts determined the policies of the competent

commissions regarding orientation and the granting of fellowships.
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Similar estimates were made concerning the production of senior

staff by means of agricultural training and specialized institutions

responsible to technical departments other than the Department of National

Education.

Following these operations, it was observed that a deficit - larger

or smaller depending on the type of training - could be expected at the

end of the ten-year period.

(iii) Supplementary Training

At this stage a new measure of the plan takes shapes a programme for

parallel education, or additional training, to remedy the deficiencies

in certain types of training which became evident when comparing the

needs in senior staff with production forecasts.

(a) For supplementary training of middle grade staff the plan has

provided for the development of specialized schools, such as

agricultural and public health schools. It has encouraged the

establishment of new institutions, such as the Secretarial and

Accountancy School, and the School for the training of co

operative staff. It has also made provision for a Building

School to form part of a general establishment which would also

include the training of officials and assistant technicians for

mines and laboratories.

The advantage of most of these institutions is that they

can, or will be able to, absorb the normal school "failures"

and teach them to perform socially worthwhile functions.

With a view, moreover, to expanding the training.of junior

staff in all sectors and bringing it into line with occupational

requirements the plan has paid particular.attention to a

programme for the establishment of vocational training centres

for adults and to developing the apprenticeship system.

(b) For the training of additional senior staff, the plan has

recommended accelerated training for certain categories of
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officials: junior engineers and technicians between high school

anduniversity level.

It must be pointed out3 moreover, that all these studies were made

with one aim in view, that of gradually removing the regional disparities

in the percentages of school attendances and the supply cf training

institutions. "The planning of education11 has thus become a chapter -

and a key - chapter - of the general economic plan, since the results

of training will largely condition the success of all economic under

takings. Training therefore appears as a "Strategic Social Sector" of

planning. In 1971 the annual operational appropriation for training will

represent 25.6 per cent of the total State budget.

As an appendix to the subject of the integration of "training's it

should be pointed out that a special place has been allotted in the plan

to basic education, youth and sports,

Basic- education has been recognized as of considerable assistance

in the training or advanced training of some workers. It is a means,

moreover, of. helping the whole population to take a closer interest in

national affairs.

In the case of adults the aim is to equip the country, from the

large towns to the rural centres, with centres dispensing general popular

education. It will be'the task of the maisons du peuple (people's houses)

to group all general training work undertaken by the various State

secretariats or national organizations. Under the plan they have been

granted an investment of 1,220,000 D.

The education of young persons- and children is important for the

moral balance of the country. They must be put to a wholesome occupation

outside working or school hours and given general training- which may

later benefit the collective effort.

The programme makes provision for the establishment of 165 kinder

gartens at a total cost of 990,000 D. and 50 youth houses at a cost of
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2,560,660 dinars. Holiday camps, camping sites a:nd youth hostels are

to "be set up throughout the country, representing an investment of

1,135,QQO .dinars, ......

.■..■."Plans, kavelbeen .made,for..a .network_of institutions and buildings

to promote sporesV the development of■the National Sports Institute,

creation of an Olympic spirit, which-will affirm Tunisia's Africanness

in sport, i»he building of. stadiums, swimming pools and-the like in such

a way as to r©sJ;cre and modernize existing installations and provide a-

new adequate' infrastructure. ■ - ■/ - .

It may be said that the Tunisian authorities have given priority to

basic education, youth and sports, for of the \ niuiiuaa^i^'Lc be

spent on this'work in the ten-years, 4,409,500. dinars, have been.allocated

as from the first three-year plan-, ■ ■■-.-.■

Ill, TBD r.Tr^G7^\'r:0K OF TOALTH IJT BCOttOTCC PLANNING

Health incites to actibnt the resultant energy is then applied to

work with the greatest' efficiency. It is thus a source'of productivity.

It is alec, in the long-run- a source of economy to the general outflow

of public energy, and the integration of public health in the plan will

be of the highest economic interest. Attention has been drawn to.these

various connecting factors in the "ten-year forecast" which emphasizes

the "prime importance of health._in-the social, economic and intellectual

development of a country"* " ■ ■..■.;;:

As in the case of education and the training" of; senior staff,

however, the integration of the Public Health programme in the plan has

been based on systematically and previously determined objectives which

have been adapted to financial possibilities. .

These objectives are:

- the provision of a certain number of beds, in relation to demographic

growth, so that between now :and 19Vi the. number of hospital beds

will increase from 12,000 to 17*000?
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- the development throughout the country of a network of health

institutions thus tending towards regional equilibrium and towards

making treatment available to the sick person;

- the establishment of a programme of preventive medicine.

To achieve these objectives provision was made in the forecast to

equip the country with an adequate and balanced - therefore more effioient

- hospital infrastructure.

Each -governor-ate .will have a regional hospital, including all

medical disciplines, at its disposal.

Auxiliary hospitals are set up when the population density of the

region requires.

. Multi-purpose and rural dispensaries, together with permanent and

itinerant mother and child welfare groups will complete this network,

down to the level of small territorial units. Provision has been made

for regional laboratories.

At the national level provision is made for the extension of

specialized establishments, with the opening of special children's

hospitals at Tunis and Sfax, and the enlargement of various laboratories

and homes for the aged.

The following figures summarize this work: ,
Situation in 1971

Central, regional anct auxiliary hospitals . 10,561 beds

Specialized establishments . 3,040 beds

Out-patients departments 359 beds

Mother and Child training centres 1,485 beds

School and university.hygiene . 14 mobile groups

Homes for the aged 1,100 beds

Central pharmacy and laboratories 17 units

Parallel witla this work, several health oampaigns are periodically

undertaken to control certain endemic diseases like trachoma, and tinea

or to prevent possible epidemics.
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Special mention must be made of the establishment of an Anti-Cancer

Centre and a Blood Transfusion Centre.

Under the three-year pre-plan a serious start has been made on this

work. For the three-year period 1962-1964 alone, the total of investments

appropriated for the work in hand and new projects amounts to 3,040,688.106 D,

whereas, as has previously beeh pointed out, total investments for the
'j ■ ....

ten-year period amount to 8,000,000 dinars.

Attention must be drawn, finally, to the importance the Tunisian"

Authorities attach to improved nutrition; this is closely oonnected with

the progress effected in certain economic sectors and certain aspects of

development and therefore closely dependent on planning.

Improved nutrition depends ons

- the improvement, better quality and regularity of agricultural

production ;

- better living standardsj

- equitable distribution of incomes;

- prices, as the result of the reform of certain commercial structures,

reform for which provision has duly been made in the ten-year

foreoast.

A UNICEF mission is, moreover, supervising these nutritional matters

very carefully.

IV. INTEGRATION OF HOUSING IN ECONOMIC PLANNING ,. .

The importance of housing in the infrastructure of the country was

all the more pressing in Tunisia since the situation following independence

left much to be desired and, in view of the demographic situation and the

decaying condition of the buildings, a great effort had to be made to

meet future needs. "' '

It was estimated, in 1961 that the number of unsanitary dwellings

amounted to 370,000. It has been estimated that, as a result of new house

holds, 120,000 dwellings will be needed in 1971-
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Various forms of State aid (subsidies, interest guarantees , loans,

etc.) had been provided to encourage building. The initial investment

required, however, still exceeded the financial possibilities of a large

part of the population.

State building to specifications standardized by research offices,

and the introduction of a hire-purchase system were therefore essential

if the needs of more than 45 per cent of the population were to be met.

The standardization of these buildings, their territorial distribu

tion, their spacing in time and the conditions of their allocation were

so many matters which had to be thought out in terms of "economic

planning". This was all the more necessary since the impulse given by

the State in this sector coulds through the play of its later and

cumulative effects, have a beneficial effect on other sectors. The

social spirit of housing therefore merged naturally into the economic

aspect and. over-all planning.

The assessment of immediate needs was*made on the basis of two

sample surveys carried out by the State Secretariat for Public Works in

certain areas which resulted, as has been seen, in a total of 370,000

dwellings; taking future needs into account, therefore, 490,000 dwellings

had to be built. The work carried out since 1958 had therefore to be
speeded up.

Under, the ten-year forecast a programme has been established
consisting of% ; .

(i) the building of 130,000 popular dwellings, an undertaking

which constitutes the keystone of the housing improvement plan.

The aim is to provide decent housing for low-income workers -

small peasants, agricultural workers, unspecialized man-power,

and the like. These dwellings have been designed in such a

way as to take account of climate and make the maximum use of

local building materials. This should result in the very
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early demolition of hovels and huts and in the adaptation of

the beneficiaries to a higher standard of living, which is

indeed the purpose of over-all planning.

Some ten "model-houses" varying according to their location, -

have been selected, at a unitary average price of 600 dinars

per house. Some 60,000 town dwellings will have to "be built

between now and 1971 at a cost of 36,000,000 dinars^ invest

ments for rural dwellings will amount to 42,000,000 d.

To these figures have to be added 19,500,000 dinars for road

and town planning expenses.

(ii) Workers' Housing Co-operatives

Their purpose is to.enable workers earning between 250

and 600 dinars a year to have a house at a unit cost of 1,050

dinars. The low interest rate and the amortization over thirty

years give these buildings their social character: provision

has been made for 24,000 dwellings during the ten-year period.

(iii) .Private Buildings .

As was pointed out in the introduction, this is a type

of activity which, bordering on the social sector, is naturally

involved in general economic development. The Tunisian State

has adopted a whole series of measures to hasten the resumption

of private building which has occurred since 1958 (sale on credit

of building lots, building loans, tax exemptions).- This'Ire-sump

tion should result in the building of 2,500. private houses per

year or 25,000 during the ten-year period.

Total investments provided for housing under the plan are as followss

A. People's dwellings (130,000)

- Rural housing ■ 42,000,000 dinars

- Urban housing '■ 36,000,000 dinars

- Hoad system, town planning 19,500,000 dinars

97*500,000 dinars
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B. Private buildings 50,000,000 dinars

., C. _ .Workers' . dwellings .. . 25»OOOiQQQ., dinars

.:......;.,. . ..... , Tptal . , 172,500,000 dinars

V. INTEGRATION OF EMPLOYMENT IN ECONOMIC PLANNING

Mention was made in the introduction of the peculiar situation of

employment as an element of the social sector* This peculiarity will

■become clear when the conditions under which employment is integrated

:in economic planning are examined. - - .

It is incumbent upon the planners to deal with the question of

employment from various angles.

In the first place, the only effective employment is in productive

work, but this becomes diffioult if there is a scarcity of trained

staff. An illiterate or uneducated population can only be employed on

rudimentary work, which is soon terminated and which increasingly assumes

the character of "relief" work and becomes a palliative for disguised

unemployment. It has "been emphasized, rightly, that the emergence of

various"levels of trained staff acts as a "multiplier" of effective

employments. The question of employment may therefore be viewed' from

'the' -training angle. ■ •. ■ ■ ;1 ■ ■ .:■.•.■■ -_ ■ ■. -.

Secondlys a state of acute" unemployment, such as existed in Tunisia

in 195S (150,000 to 200,000 unemployed), gave rise' to human and social

difficulties-which has'to be; tackled.

Finally, in a country of vast human resources, the question of how

they might best be used, their distribution between the various seotors,

such as agriculture and industry, the choice of techniques, making use

of every possible connexion between capital and labour, are so many

specifically economic matters confronting the planner in his search for

the best sources'of well-being, more particularly as under-employment

'does not stomulate: productivity. ■ . - :■'■■''
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It appears, therefore, that the various objectives the planner may

set himself - training, promotion, balanced development - are, particul

arly in employment matters - closely inter-dependent. The integration

of employment in planning assumes the nature of a synthesis.

The manner in which the plan tackled the question of training in

relation to employment has been seen* determination of needs, estimate

of numbers trained by the Ministry of National Education in 10 years,

the provision of supplementary training to remedy deficiences, and above

all, adaptation of education to the various techniques.

Full employment was one of the priorities of the ten-year forecast.

The social situation necessitated such a priority. It was essential

that unemployment, which kept a large part of the active population in

poverty, should be relieved as soon as possible. Even before planning

was practised, the Tunisian Government had introduced an extensive

programme to relieve this unemployment by taking account of the extent

of the unused work capacity and of the urgency of many agricultural

tasks.

Several workyards,'forming part of the "under-development oampaign"

were opened to use available manpower and carry out water and salt

conservation work, re-forestation, drainage and hydraulic works.

This work, which the technical services were responsible for study

ing, were approved by the State Secretariat for Planning according to

their usefulness, the number of days of work they provide, etc.; it was

the responsibility of the governors of regions to hire, organize and

pay the workers. Pay was partly in kind and partly in cash.

These workyards have made it possible practically to put an end to

unemployment. The extent of the work remaining to be done in re-foresta

tion, drainage, water and soil conservation resulted in the system being

adopted by the plan. The difficulty was to make the employment permanent

once this development work had come to an end.
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It was essential, iherefore", '"that"the economic plan should "expand"

the question of employment by integrating it with a system of develop

ment, which produces work. It was for this reason that, once full

employment had been adopted as a global aim, the progressive raising

of the level of employment was adopted as a sectoral ob.jeotive.

The method adopted does, however, call for comment.

We did not allow ourselves to be restricted, a priori, to choosing

between industries belonging more or less to the capitalistic system.

It was only after the projections of the various sectors had been made

and balance between physical, financial and monetary resources achieved,

that we were satisfied that the objective of "full employment"" would be

aohieved when the other objectives are achieved.

For the agricultural sector we used technical coefficients of

employment per hectare and per specialization, taking into consideration

the improvement in productivity expected after the introduction of more

modern farming methods. .

For employment in other sectors, we used Tunisian coefficients,

noted at the time the plan was established but corrected on the basis

of information relating to technical changes which had occurred or were

about to occur.

For completely new sectors, "Algerian" coefficients were used.

In general, an increase in the level of employment, either directly

or as a result of development, was the criterion in the choice of

investments. For the three-year pre-plan period, however, we have

maintained certain intensive capital use investments so as to build up

an industrial infrastructure which, through its effects on the other

sectors, will produce employment in a second phase.

Thus, apart from its connexion with training, there are two ways of

regarding the part of employment in economic planning; firstly, employment

necessitated by the achievement of investment, and secondly employment
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necessitated by the use and impact of investment. The combination of

these two facets of employment were taken into consideration in

establishing economic priorities. Similarly, preference was given to

those investments likely to produce a demand for the employment of

qualified persons which would make it possible for wages to be distributed

at a level compatible with the objective set for incomes a relationship

whioh emphasizes once more, and at the.highest level of the plan, the

close connexion between employment and economic planning.

On the basis of this method, the ten-year forecast has shown the

probable evolution of employment in the various sectors in 1911•

In the Agriculture and Fisheries Sectors

In estimating employment account has been taken of the structural

reforms anticipated.

It is estimated that 400=000 persons will be engaged in farming

properly so called and in the development work planned.

In the fisheries sector, approximately 20,000 persons will be

needed for the production expected in 1971*

In the Industrial Sector: ■"

Two methods have been used to study the development of employments

In the first method? estimates were based on three development

hypotheses:

- 1 hypothesis: rate of replacement 3 per cent per year

rate of growth 3 per cent per year

- "2 hypothesiss rate of replacement 3 per cent per year

rate of growth 5 per cent per year

- 3 hypothesis rate of replacement 3 per cent per year

rate of growth 7 per cent per year

In the second method, e, direct estimate of employment in eaoh branch

of activity was made, account being taken of the production objectives

decided upon.
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Comparison of the results of the two methods has made it possible
to reach a figure of 350,000 posts in the industrial sector.

In the Admini.ct.r-ative

thx.

The employment situation for l97l has been assessed at 28,100; to
ngur. must he added the needs of the army (30,000). ln the tertiary

(commerce and services) approximately 150,000 persons will Z
d and the handicrft d

) approximately 150,000 persons will Z
employed and the handicrafts, modernized and integrated in economic
development, will employ 100,000 persons.

According to these estimates, in 1971 .ore than 1,100,000 persons
of an estimated employable population of 2,312,000 persons, will be

- employment. !„ this figure, however, account m^st be taken of the

z; Tton roh wui to a i t
xghly lower than the employable male population in 1971, lt oan I *

stated that by the end of the ten-year period the male population will
be almost fully employe&Mbe almost fully employed.^/

CONCLUSION

P»P« -P^asize the particular importance of the social sector

Tunxsla.s attempt to develop. By its human implications as by its
economy effects, this sector, closely integrated, constitutes the centre
of gravity of the Plan. S

Although full of promise, the expenses this sector imposes on the

:::;;: :h; Tsholdof its eoonomi°only benefxt in the long-run, deserves all the more credit for

ust.f.cat.on of the technical assistance provided by international
organizations and the wealthy nations.

rise to a certain number o? tecLical ^"f/01 T1^^ give
specialists are at present tr^ to settle ' ^ Tii




